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a b s t r a c t 

In this paper we develop the first model to incorporate the dynamic productivity conse- 

quences of both the spending effect and the resource movement effect of oil abundance. 

We show that doing so dramatically alters the conclusions drawn from earlier models of 

learning by doing (LBD) and the Dutch disease. In particular, the resource movement ef- 

fect suggests that the growth effects of natural resources are likely to be positive, turning 

previous growth results in the literature relying on the spending effect on their head. We 

motivate the relevance of our approach by the example of a major oil producer, Norway. 

Empirically we find that the effects of an increase in the price of oil may resemble results 

found in the earlier Dutch disease literature, while the effects of increased oil activity in- 

creases productivity in most industries. Therefore, models that only focus on windfall gains 

due to increased spending potential from higher oil prices, would conclude – incorrectly 

based on our analysis – that the resource sector cannot be an engine of growth. 

© 2019 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. 
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1. Introduction 

In 1969 Norway discovered off-shore oil in the North Sea. Since then, the oil sector has been one of the key drivers of

growth, crowding in many oil related industries that, over time, have developed advanced knowledge on how to operate in

deep waters under harsh climate conditions, see e.g. Bjørnland and Thorsrud (2016) . Likewise, the recent North American

shale revolution has turned the United States in the space of only a few years into the world largest oil producer. Techno-

logical developments in drilling and fracking since the turn of this century have unlocked the huge reserves that lie trapped

in shale rock. The oil boom seems to have benefited local industries in the U.S., and there has been no crowding out of the

manufacturing sector so far, see e.g. Allcott and Keniston (2018) for some recent empirical evidence. In contrast, in countries

such as Angola and Venezuela, decades of oil abundance have led to lower productivity and income levels, see e.g. Mehlum

et al. (2006) . 
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Fig. 1. Stylized facts. (a) Shows the employment share in traded sectors, normalized to 1 in 1970. (b) Reports the productivity level in the overall economy, 

normalized to the Norwegian level in 1970. Source: Statistics Norway, Statistics Sweden and authors own calculations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In this paper we aim to understand why, contrary to the traditional models of the Dutch disease, the effects of oil in

countries such as Norway, and more recently the U.S., have been so favourable. We argue that incorporating the dynamic

productivity consequences of petroleum related industries is key to understand this, and that existing theories of the Dutch

disease have to be extended, as we discuss in the following. 

One of the most influential explanations of the Dutch disease is that of the Learning By Doing (LBD) models of

van Wijnbergen (1984a) , Krugman (1987) and Sachs and Warner (1995) . According to these approaches, a country that

discovers oil is essentially in receipt of a foreign exchange gift. The gift increases income, and with traded and non-traded

goods both being normal goods, the increase in demand pushes workers out of the traded sector and into the non-traded

sector; the increased demand for traded goods can be satisfied by using the foreign exchange gift, while the increased de-

mand for non-traded goods can only be satisfied by having a larger share of the labour force producing non-traded goods.

This structural transformation of the economy, however, means that labour is transferred from strong to weak LBD sectors.

Economic growth is pushed down. 

While these theoretical approaches can explain the negative economic developments observed in countries such as An-

gola and Venezuela, they fail to describe what is going on in oil producing countries such as Norway. This can be illustrated

by comparing the economic development of Norway with that of its neighbour Sweden, a major oil importer. As seen from

panel (a) in Fig. 1 , the share of employment in the traded sector has fallen considerably faster in Norway than it has in

Sweden. This is fully consistent with the theories of Dutch disease by van Wijnbergen (1984a) , Krugman (1987) and Sachs

and Warner (1995) . Panel (b), however, shows that despite this decline, labour productivity growth has been considerably

higher in Norway relative to in Sweden. And, this holds irrespective of whether one looks at the Norwegian economy as a

whole, or exclude the oil sector (denoted Mainland in the graph). Most observers would agree that although Norway initially

had very limited knowledge of offshore drilling and petroleum technology, the experience it has gained as an oil producer

for more than 40 years is one of the main reasons for Norway’s favourable economic development. For example, Norway

has today a highly skilled and productive petroleum related industry, and the knowledge created by this industry is one of

the main contributors to the high levels of income enjoyed in Norway, again see Bjørnland and Thorsrud (2016) for some

empirical evidence. 

However, it has not always been this way. In the early years, foreign companies dominated exploration and were re-

sponsible for developing the country’s first oil and gas fields. Yet gradually, and as a result of a deliberate policy requiring

national participation, the country gained experience and was able to adapt its traditional engineering skills from ship-

building to the development of oil exploration and drilling technologies able to withstand conditions at sea and on land in

Norway. These experiences and advances in technology have extended the extractable amount of oil and gas in Norway’s

petroleum reserves, transforming Norwegians from passive recipients of windfall gains into exporters of technical knowledge

on a global scale. In fact, the stock of knowledge built up by the oil industry during these years has, we would contend,

been of significant benefit to many other industries. 

Why did the theories of LBD and the Dutch disease run ashore? We suggest in this paper that they did so because they

exclusively incorporated the productivity dynamics of the spending effect, but failed to take into account the productivity

dynamics of the resource movement effect. As described in greater detail below, we formalize this argument by construct-

ing a dynamic three sector model that incorporates the productivity dynamics from the spending as well as the resource

movement effect. The model predictions are then tested using data for Norway. 

Indeed, already the influential contributions of Corden and Neary (1982) and Corden (1984) had as a main emphasis

that becoming an oil producer would affect the general equilibrium of a nation’s economy through the spending effect – oil
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means more income and thus higher demand – and through the resource movement effect – factors of production need to

be transferred to the oil sector. When these models were applied to dynamic settings by incorporating knowledge creation,

however, the new models developed incorporated the spending effect, but not the resource movement effect. This holds true

not only for the models of van Wijnbergen (1984a) , Krugman (1987) and Sachs and Warner (1995) , but also later models of

LBD and the Dutch disease such as those by Gylfason et al. (1999) , Torvik (2001) and Matsen and Torvik (2005) . In fact, to

the best of our knowledge, no single model in the literature incorporates productivity dynamics of the resource movement

effect. 

To study this development we need to understand the role of oil related industry as an engine for growth, which, in turn,

requires the approaches of van Wijnbergen (1984a) , Krugman (1987) , Sachs and Warner (1995) , Gylfason et al. (1999) , Torvik

(2001) and Matsen and Torvik (2005) to include a resource movement effect. To give an example, textile manufacturing used

to be an important industry in Norway; it is less so today, because the oil related industry has taken its place. While one

might certainly believe that the textile industry has stronger knowledge creation than non-traded sectors, it would be diffi-

cult to argue that experience in textile production has stronger productivity effects than experience in deep sea technology.

An approach that focuses solely on the productivity dynamics of the spending effect, while ignoring the productivity dy-

namics of the resource movement effect, is likely to focus on the least important productivity dynamics, while overlooking

the most important ones. 

To investigate empirically the potential productivity spillovers and the dynamic adjustment after oil market shocks, we

estimate a time varying Vector Autoregressive (VAR) model for a major oil producer (Norway) to recover structural distur-

bances, and use local linear projections to trace out the productivity responses across a broad set of sectors. In the VAR

model we include three variables; global activity, real oil prices and oil activity, with associated structural shocks, global

activity shocks, oil price shocks and a resource boom, all motivated by the theoretical model presented here and findings

in the recent oil-macro literature. Important to our set-up is the separation of a windfall gain due to resource movement

and spending effects. This allows the domestic economy to respond differently to a windfall gain due to increased activity

in the petroleum sector (i.e., the discovery of new productive fields or increased extraction rates) and a windfall gain due to

higher oil prices. Global activity is included in the VAR model mainly to control for international business cycle conditions

that can affect both the oil price and the petroleum sector. This allows us in turn to identify two oil market shocks: a global

activity shock and an oil price shock, both of which increase the real price of oil, though with potentially very different

macroeconomic implications for the other industries in the resource rich economy. Finally, the VAR is specified with time

varying parameters to allow for changes (over time) in the productivity dynamics due to learning, while also controlling for

changes in the volatility of the shocks. 

Although the empirical strategy is simple, our results are striking. A resource boom that increases productivity (value

added per worker) in the oil and gas related industries, increases productivity significantly in nearly all industries, including

manufacturing. Hence, value added per worker increases with the oil boom, as predicted by the theory model in a setting

of learning by doing in the oil service industries, and spills over to the other industries. In contrast, we find no such pro-

ductivity spillovers following an oil price shock. Hence, models that focus on windfall gains due to an increase in spending

potential resulting from higher oil prices, would likely conclude (incorrectly) that the resource sector cannot be an engine

of growth. 

We note that Norway, and many other countries, have introduced petroleum funds, which further strengthens the im-

portance of focusing more on the resource movement effect relative to the spending effect. In particular, a main aim of such

funds is to decouple, and limit, current spending from oil income. Thus, in countries with petroleum funds the spending

effect becomes less important relative to the resource movement effect, in line with our empirical findings. 

In addition to the literature on LBD and Dutch disease, our paper is related to four other strands of the literature. First,

we relate to several recent papers, using cross-sectional data, that document strong positive spillovers to the rest of the

economy following oil discoveries, in particular the recent fracking boom in North America, see e.g. Weber (2012) , Allcott

and Keniston (2018) , Beine et al. (2015) , Feyrer et al. (2017) and Gilje et al. (2016) . Despite different methods, areas of study

and time frames, the results presented in these recent empirical papers stand in contrast to the predictions of the dominat-

ing theoretical models of van Wijnbergen (1984a) , Krugman (1987) and Sachs and Warner (1995) , but are fully consistent

with the theoretical predictions of our model. Allcott and Keniston (2018) develop an interesting model where, like in our

model, a resource boom may increase productivity. Unlike ours, their model is of a closed economy with migration between

counties. A resource boom stimulates migration into the booming county, and thus increases their available labour force.

If there are agglomeration effects, in the sense that productivity growth is higher the more labour there is in a county, a

resource boom may thus push productivity up. The LBD effect of resource movements in their model, unlike in ours, pulls

in the direction of decreased traded sector productivity. In their model traded sector employment decreases, and since there

is no learning spillovers from other sectors, the productivity in the sector also decreases. 1 

Second, our paper relates to the literature of van der Ploeg and Venables (2011, 2013) who study optimal spending of

resource income in developing countries. In these papers the economy (or a sector within the economy) is constrained by

capital, such that to extract a more favourable effect from the spending of oil income, the economy, or a sector of it, will
1 Nevertheless, although our model is very different from Allcott and Keniston (2018) , the mechanisms they focus on are consistent also with our 

approach. For example, if we also had the effect that a resource boom increases the amount of available labour, then the positive productivity effects on 

which we focus would be strengthened. 
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first have to expand. Although ours is a very different model, where productivity dynamics are endogenous, a common

feature of our approach and these papers is that the effects of oil activity are conditional on the initial sectoral structure of

the economy. 

Third, by focusing on the challenges experienced by highly volatile resource prices, our paper relates to contributions by

van der Ploeg and Poelhekke (2009) , Leong and Mohaddes (2011) and Robinson et al. (2017) that point to different channels

by which resource price volatility could hurt an oil producing economy. None of these approaches incorporate productivity

dynamics from the resource movement effect; i.e., the main mechanisms in our model, nor do they analyse the dynamic

effects of oil and gas booms on oil related industries. 

Fourth, our paper contributes to the literature on the resource curse. A well established result in this literature, see e.g.

Mehlum et al. (2006) and Boschini et al. (2007) , is that resource abundance increases aggregate income when institutions

are strong, but decreases aggregate income when institutions are weak. Although we do not model institutional differences

between countries per se, our model clarifies a possible mechanism for this finding that has not previously been pointed

out. When institutions are weak, oil abundance will most likely not result in the development of a domestic oil service

industry. In such countries, therefore, the spending effect of resource abundance may be the dominant one. In countries

with strong institutions, on the other hand, a domestic oil service industry is more likely to develop. In these countries, the

resource movement effect therefore comes into play. Since the latter effect, in our model, is more likely to increase income

than the former effect, this is one possible explanation of the diverging effects of resource abundance between countries

with weak and with strong institutions. So while oil activity may contribute to growth in e.g. Norway or in the U.S., it may

be less likely to do so in e.g. Venezuela or in Angola. In these countries, as well as in other countries with weak institutions,

the oil services are typically imported from abroad. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we set up a three sector model that explicitly incorporates a do-

mestic oil (service) sector facilitating the extraction of oil. We allow for endogenous productivity growth in all three sectors:

the non-traded sector; the traded sector; and the oil related sector. In Section 3 we discuss the static effects in the model.

Section 4 looks at the dynamic equilibrium and steady state growth, and shows that even if the dynamics are governed by

five differential equations, the dynamics can be studied analytically, without resorting to simulations. Section 5 then analy-

ses the dynamics of an increased oil price and of increased oil activity. In Section 6 we present the empirical application and

results. Section 7 concludes. Some of the analytical details and derivations of the dynamic part of the model are relegated

to the appendix. 

2. The model 

In this section, we develop a model of an oil economy which, in addition to oil extraction, includes production of oil

services as necessary inputs to the extraction of oil, production of non-traded goods, and production of traditional traded

goods. We let each good be produced in a separate sector. This sector structure is assumed for notational purposes only

and is without loss of generality insofar as nothing prevents goods grouped in different sectors from being produced by the

same firm. The main novelty of the model is to extend the earlier literature on learning by doing and the Dutch disease by

incorporating the resource movement effect, endogenous productivity dynamics in the production of all goods, as well as

the possibility of learning spillovers. 

We thus consider an economy consisting of three sectors, and we term the sector that produces inputs necessary in oil

extraction the oil service sector. We denote the oil service sector by S , the non-traded sector by N , and the traded sector

by T . The size of the labour force is normalized to unity, and at each point in time t employment in the oil service sector

is denoted l t , employment in the non-traded sector n t , and, given full employment, 2 employment in the traded sector by

1 − l t − n t . We denote the output of sector i at time t by X it , and the productivity of sector i at time t by H it , i ∈ { S, N, T }. 

The oil industry depends on the services of the oil service sector, and at each point in time the labour used in the oil

service sector increases in the quantity of oil extracted, and (given the quantity extracted) decreases in the productivity level

of the sector. Denoting the oil extraction measured in traded sector productivity units at time t by R t , implying that H Tt R t is

the oil extraction measured in traded sector goods units, employment in the oil service sector is given by 

l t = 

α

H St 

H T t R t , (1) 

with α ≥ 0, and where α
H St 

is the labour requirement for each unit of oil extraction. A higher productivity level in the oil

service sector implies a lower labour requirement. The higher α is, the stronger the resource movement effect of oil activity.

The standard two-sector model with a traded and non-traded sector, that assumes away the resource movement effect,

arises as the special case of the model where α = 0 . 

Production in the non-traded sector is given by 

X Nt = H Nt f (n t ) , f ′ (n t ) > 0 , f ′′ (n t ) < 0 , (2)

and production in the traded sector by 

X T t = H T t g(1 − n t − l t ) , g ′ (1 − n t − l t ) > 0 , g ′′ (1 − n t − l t ) < 0 . (3)
2 Throughout we assume full employment. For an analysis of the effects of resource booms on unemployment, see van Wijnbergen (1984b) . 
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We allow for learning by doing in all sectors, as well as learning spillovers between them. Denoting ˙ H St as the derivative of

H St with respect to time, and so on, the productivity dynamics are governed by the following three differential equations: 

˙ H St 

H St 

= ql t + δN un t + δT v (1 − n t − l t ) , (4)

˙ H Nt 

H Nt 

= un t + δS ql t + δT v (1 − n t − l t ) , (5)

˙ H T t 

H T t 

= v (1 − n t − l t ) + δS ql t + δN un t . (6)

In these equations the three first terms on the right hand side; ql t , un t , and v (1 − n t − l t ) , represent the direct learning by

doing effects in the oil service sector, the non-traded sector, and the traded sector, respectively. We assume that q, u, v ≥ 0,

ruling out the possibility of negative learning by doing. The remaining terms on the right hand sides of these three equations

represent learning spillovers, where δS ql t , δN un t , and δT v (1 − n t − l t ) are the learning spillovers from the oil service sector,

the non-traded sector, and the traded sector, respectively. We assume that 0 ≤ δi ≤ 1, i ∈ { S, N, T }, where the first inequality

rules out the possibility of negative learning spillovers, and the second inequality rules of the possibility of indirect learning

effects dominating direct learning effects. 

The traditional models of learning by doing and the Dutch disease arise as special cases of these more general learning

mechanisms; all the previous models assume that α = 0 , and in addition van Wijnbergen (1984a) and Krugman (1987) as-

sume that q = u = δS = δN = δT = 0 , Sachs and Warner (1995) and Matsen and Torvik (2005) that q = u = δS = δN = 0 and

δT = 1 , and Torvik (2001) that q = δS = 0 . Thus, the earlier literature on learning by doing and the Dutch disease has focused

exclusively on different productivity dynamics arising from the spending effect. We extend the literature by incorporating

the resource movement effect. 3 

Consumers allocate their spending between the consumption of non-traded goods C Nt and consumption of traded goods

C Tt according to a CES utility function. Each consumer is too small to take into account how her consumption demand

affects the productivity growth of the aggregate economy. We normalize the number of consumers to one, and the per

period utility function U t of this consumer is given by 

U t = 

σ

σ − 1 

C 
σ−1 
σ

Nt 
+ 

σ

σ − 1 

C 
σ−1 
σ

T t 
, σ > 0 , 

where σ is the (constant) elasticity of substitution. 

At time t , the total value of production in the economy is given by the sum of income from the production of non-traded

and traded goods, plus the total income from oil extraction. The total income Y t of the economy measured in traded sector

goods units at time t is given by 

Y t = P t X Nt + X T t + Q t H T t R t , (7)

where P t is the real exchange rate, i.e., the price of non-traded goods relative to traded goods, and Q t is the world market

real oil price, i.e. the price of oil relative to traded goods. In (7) we have incorporated that the income from the oil service

sector plus the remaining net income from oil extraction, equals gross income Q t H Tt R t in oil extraction. 

The real exchange rate is endogenous, while the real oil price is taken as exogenous by our small open economy, as

both the oil price and the price of traded goods are assumed to be given at the world market. Since there are no (net)

financial nor real assets, income must equal consumption at each point in time, and the demand for non-traded goods is,

consequently, given by 

C Nt = 

Y t 

P t + P σt 
. (8)

3. Static equilibrium 

In this section we solve the model, determine the static equilibrium, and investigate the effects of an increase in the oil

price Q t and an increase in the oil activity level, R t . This will clarify the connections to, and the differences from, the existing
3 As in the earlier literature of learning by doing with heterogeneous productivity dynamics in different sectors, we abstract from real capital. The reason 

is, as in these papers, that we would then have too many differential equations for the system to be analytically possible to solve. Note, however, that this 

is less limiting than it might appear at first sight. Consider, for instance, sectoral production functions homogeneous of degree one in effective labour and 

real capital, and let the required rate of return on investments be given exogenously from the world market. Then, in steady state, the effective labour- 

capital ratio will be uniquely determined, implying that if productivity has increased, then real capital has increased by the same rate. Thus, taking into 

account real capital will, in steady state, imply that the effects of learning by doing become more important, as increased productivity also induces a 

proportional change in real capital. Thus, if anything, abstracting from real capital implies that the effects of learning by doing is stronger than our theory 

model predicts. 
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a b

Fig. 2. Static Equilibrium. (a) Shows the effect of: Increased oil price (A to B), increased oil activity (A to C), and higher productivity in traded versus 

non-traded production (A to C). (b) Shows the effect of higher productivity in traded versus oil service production (A to B). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

literature. An oil price shock, as we have modeled it, isolates the spending effect of oil income. 4 An oil activity shock, on

the other hand, also introduces the resource movement effect of oil income in the static model. By having both oil prices

and oil activity as exogenous variables in the model, the spending effect can thus be separated from the resource movement

effect in a transparent way. Note, however, that this does not preclude the possibility of having oil activity respond to the

oil price. This can be studied in the model by investigating the combined effect of an oil price and an oil activity shock. 5 

At each point in time t , the levels of productivity in the three sectors are determined by history, and a static equilibrium

is defined as a set of relative prices and factor allocations that satisfy the following constraints: the supply of non-traded

goods equals the demand of non-traded goods; the supply of labour equals the demand for labour (which has already been

incorporated since labour in the traded sector is given by 1 − n t − l t which ensures full employment); consumers maximize

utility and producers maximize profits given the factor prices and prices of final goods. 

Starting with the constraint that demand must equal supply of non-traded goods X Nt = C Nt , we insert from (2) on the

left hand side, and on the right hand side first from (8) , then from (7) and finally from (3), (2) and (1) to yield 

H Nt f (n t ) = 

P t H Nt f (n t ) + H T t g 
(
1 − n t − α

H St 
H T t R t 

)
+ Q t H T t R t 

P t + P σt 
. 

Defining the relative productivities 

λt ≡ H T t 

H Nt 

, 

and 

γt ≡ H T t 

H St 

, 

the non-traded market balance equation may be rewritten as a function of relative (and not absolute) productivities: 6 

P t = 

(
g ( 1 − n t − αγt R t ) + Q t R t 

f (n t ) 

) 1 
σ

λ
1 
σ
t . (9) 

Since the relative productivities are predetermined, this equation is one equation in the two endogenous variables P t and

n t , depicted as the downward sloping solid curve denoted NN in Fig. 2 (a). 

To see the underlying intuition, start out with supply equal to demand in the non-traded sector. From such an equilib-

rium, assume that employment in the non-traded sector increases. For equilibrium to be reestablished at this new labour
4 The property that an oil price shock has no resource movement effect holds in our static model, since in the static model an increased oil price (for 

a given level of activity in the oil sector) only affects income, not employment, in the oil service sector. As we discuss below when we study transitional 

dynamics, however, there is an endogenous dynamic resource movement effect from an oil price shock. 
5 In most resource rich countries, and in Norway, research extraction is mainly a political decision. Moreover, when an oil platform is in operation, 

it operates under full capacity. In such settings, it seems realistic to assume that the oil price and oil activity are both exogenous. However, the recent 

shale boom in the U.S. is very different, for two reasons. First, the production is more flexible (due to the technology used), see Bjørnland et al. (2017a) . 

Second, unlike in other countries the property rights to subsoil assets in the U.S. are not public, but private. As a consequence, oil activity can be increased 

without active political decisions. Thus, in the economic and institutional setting in the U.S., a higher oil price is likely to affect oil activity. That said, in 

the empirical model applied in Section 6 , we allow oil activity to respond to oil price shocks with a lag of one period. 
6 Also, note for later reference that with these definitions, it follows that the productivity in the oil service sector relative to the non-traded sector is 

given by H St 

H Nt 
= 

λt 

γt 
. 
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allocation, a real exchange rate depreciation (lower P t ) must take place, since higher demand is required to bring the market

back to balance at the new and higher supply. The real depreciation achieves this by shifting demand towards non-traded

goods. 

A static equilibrium also requires firms to maximize profits and the labour market to be in equilibrium. This implies that

the value of the marginal productivity of labour must be equal (to the wage) in traded and non-traded production: 

P t H Nt f 
′ (n t ) = H T t g 

′ ( 1 − n t − αγt R t ) . 

This condition can be rewritten as 

P t = 

g ′ ( 1 − n t − αγt R t ) 

f ′ (n t ) 
λt . (10)

At each point in time, the labour market equilibrium (10) can be represented by a positive relationship between the real

exchange rate P t and the employment share in the non-traded sector n t , as depicted by the solid curve LL in Fig. 2 (a). To see

the intuition for this, start out in labour market equilibrium, and then allow the real exchange rate P t to appreciate. At the

new real exchange rate production in the non-traded sector has become more profitable relative to production in the traded

sector. To again equalize the values of the marginal productivities at full employment, employment in the non-traded sector

has to increase and employment in the traded sector decrease. This decreases the marginal productivity of labour in the

non-traded sector, and increases the marginal productivity in the traded sector, again equalizing the values of the marginal

productivities of labour at the new real exchange rate. 

The initial unique static equilibrium is represented by the intersection of the two solid curves at point A in Fig. 2 (a). 7 

3.1. Static Dutch disease – increased oil price and oil activity 

We now investigate the response of the static equilibrium to an increased oil price and oil activity. We start with the

former. What is often referred to as Dutch disease is shown in Fig. 2 (a), as the movement from the initial equilibrium A to

the new static equilibrium B. As seen from (9) and (10) , Q t affects the NN curve, but not the LL curve. A higher oil price

increases income, pushing demand for non-traded goods up, and thus for any given labour allocation, the price of non-

traded goods has to be higher to ensure market balance. The upward shift in the NN curve to the dotted curve in Fig. 2 (a)

produces the two common symptoms associated with the Dutch disease: higher employment in the non-traded sector and

a real exchange rate appreciation. 

Consider now the effect of increased oil activity R t , due, for instance, to new discoveries of oil, or new technological

opportunities making new forms of extraction possible (such as deep sea drilling in the North Sea, the shale revolution in

the US, or improvements enabling not only vertical drilling but horizontal too). Throughout we consider the natural case

where these possibilities are profitable, i.e., that the oil price is sufficiently high that Q t − g ′ αγt > 0 . If this was not the case,

the oil is of so little value that the income lost because alternative production decreases is higher than the income gained

by extracting the oil. In such a case, income is higher by not using the new opportunities, and thus the static equilibrium is

not affected. The only interesting case to study is therefore that in which the new oil activity is actually profitable. 

Consider first the NN curve. When oil extraction R t increases, again the demand for non-traded goods increases, and

again this spending effect of oil income shifts the NN curve up, as in Fig. 2 (a). 8 The size of the vertical shift in the NN curve

is found from (9) , and given by 

1 

σ

(
Q t − g ′ αγt 

)
f (n t ) 

(
g ( 1 − n t − αγt R t ) + Q t R t 

f (n t ) 

) 1 
σ −1 

λ
1 
σ
t = 

1 

σ

(
Q t − g ′ αγt 

)
g + Q t R t 

P t > 0 . 

Turning next to the LL curve, a higher R t also shifts this curve up; higher oil activity requires more labour in the oil

service sector. For a given employment share in the non-traded sector n t , the real exchange rate (and the wage level) must

increase, making production in the traded sector less profitable, and thereby enabling increased labour use in the oil service

sector. The shift to the dotted LL curve in Fig. 2 (a) represents the resource movement effect of higher oil activity. The size

of the vertical shift in the LL curve is found from (10) , and given by 

−αγt g 
′′ 

f ′ (n t ) 
λt = 

−αγt g 
′′ 

g ′ P t > 0 . 
7 Note that the same static equilibrium applies with an infinite number of possible distributions of income, profits and wages between oil extraction 

income and the oil service sector. The only relevant variable for the mechanisms we are studying is the total income from the oil service industry plus 

the remaining income from oil extraction (after they have purchased their inputs from the oil service industry). Thus, without any loss of generality, we 

do not need to specify the interactions between the oil service industry and oil extraction. One possibility, among many, is that there is full mobility of 

labour into and out of the oil service sector, implying that the wage in this sector equals the wage in the other sectors. The price of the output from the 

oil service sector then determines how much profit will remain in the sector (possibly zero), and how much income will remain from oil extraction after 

purchasing services from the oil service industry. In any case, the sum of income from the oil service sector and oil extraction measured in traded goods 

units is given by Q t H Tt R t . 
8 In Fig. 2 (a), for simplicity, we have drawn the same size of the shift in the NN curve as when we studied a higher oil price above, although, in general, 

the size of the shifts differ. 
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The total effect is a new static equilibrium at point C in Fig. 2 (a). The spending effect and the resource movement effect both

contribute to a real exchange rate appreciation. As a consequence, employment in the traded sector must unambiguously

fall, again both as a result of the spending effect and the resource movement effect. Employment in the oil service sector

increases, and employment in the non-traded sector increases if the spending effect dominates, but decreases if the resource

movement effect dominates. Which of these effects dominates is determined by the size of the vertical shift in the NN

and LL curves. If the former is the largest, then the spending effect dominates and employment in the non-traded sector

increases. As can be seen from the expression, the spending effect dominates when (and only when) 

σ < 

Q t − g ′ αγt 

−αγt g ′′ 
g ′ 

g + Q t R t 

Thus, the spending effect will always dominate provided the elasticity of substitution σ and/or the labour requirement in

the oil service sector α is sufficiently small, while the resource movement effect will always dominate if the opposite is the

case. 

To summarize the effects in the static model, a higher oil price means higher employment in the non-traded sector, lower

employment in the traded sector, and a real exchange rate appreciation. Higher oil activity also means lower employment

in the traded sector and a real exchange rate appreciation. Employment in the oil service sector increases, while the effect

on employment in the non-traded sector is ambiguous. 

3.2. Effects of relative productivity 

Before turning to the dynamics of the model, we need to find out how the static equilibrium responds to changes in

relative productivities. Consider first the case of a higher λt , i.e. higher productivity in the traded relative to the non-traded

sector. As seen from (9) the vertical shift in NN is given by 

1 

σ

(
g ( 1 − n t − αγt R t ) + Q t R t 

f (n t ) 

) 1 
σ

λ
1 
σ −1 

t = 

P t 

σλt 
> 0 , 

while from (10) the vertical shift in LL is given by 

g ′ ( 1 − n t − αγt R t ) 

f ′ (n t ) 
= 

P t 

λt 
> 0 . 

Thus, the shifts depicted in Fig. 2 (a) can also represent this case. As seen, higher productivity in the traded versus the non-

traded sector appreciates the real exchange rate (the Balassa–Samuelson effect) and, when the elasticity of substitution falls

short of unity, increases employment in the non-traded sector while decreasing it in the traded sector. When the elasticity

of substitution exceeds unity, this shift decreases employment in the non-traded sector while it increases employment in

the traded sector. 

Consider next the case of a higher γ t , i.e. higher productivity in the traded sector relative to the oil service sector. As

seen from (9) the vertical shift in NN, depicted by the dotted curve in Fig. 2 (b), is given by 

1 

σ

(
−g ′ αR t 

f (n t ) 

)(
g ( 1 − n t − αγt R t ) + Q t R t 

f (n t ) 

) 1 
σ −1 

λ
1 
σ
t = 

1 

σ

(
−g ′ αR t 

)
g + Q t R t 

P t < 0 , 

while from (10) the vertical shift in LL, again depicted by the dotted curve in Fig. 2 (b), is given by 

−αR t g 
′′ 

f ′ (n t ) 
λt = 

−αR t g 
′′ 

g ′ P t > 0 . 

The intuition underlying the downward shift in the NN curve is that a higher γ t (for a given λt ) means that the oil service

industry has become less productive relative to the rest of the economy, increasing the amount of labour needed in this

sector, and thus reducing production in the rest of the economy as less labour is available. In turn, this implies decreased

income, a drop in demand, and lower relative prices of non-traded goods. The intuition for the upward shift in the LL curve

is that when the oil service industry needs more labour relative to the other sectors, then the increased demand for labour

pushes wages up, and therefore, for a given employment share in the non-traded sector, the price P t must increase. 

As seen by comparing the initial point A to the new point B in Fig. 2 (b), the result of a higher γ t is a lower employment

share in the non-traded sector, while the effect on the real exchange rate is uncertain, reflecting opposite forces derived

from the market balance for non-traded goods and from the equilibrium condition for the labour market. 

We can summarize the employment response in the static model by 

n t = n (Q t , R t , λt , γt ) , with 

dn 

> 0 , 
dn 

> 0 iff σ < 

Q t − g ′ αγt g ′ 
, 

dn 

> 0 iff σ < 1 , 
dn 

< 0 . (11) 

dQ t dR t −αγt g ′′ g + Q t R t dλt dγt 
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Fig. 3. Phase diagram for relative productivities. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Dynamic equilibrium 

Having examined the static version of the model, we now study the dynamic properties of the model. We start with

five differential equations and discuss how the model can nevertheless be solved analytically, before exploring the stability

properties of the dynamic system in Appendix A. We thereafter discuss the steady state of the model. 

By inserting for the employment response in the static model, the dynamic model can be represented by five differential

equations: 

˙ λt 

λt 
= 

˙ H T t 

H T t 

−
˙ H Nt 

H Nt 

, (12)

˙ γt 

γt 
= 

˙ H T t 

H T t 

−
˙ H St 

H St 

, (13)

˙ H St 

H St 

= qαγt R t + uδN n (Q t , R t , λt , γt ) + v δT (1 − n (Q t , R t , λt , γt ) − αγt R t ) , (14)

˙ H Nt 

H Nt 

= un (Q t , R t , λt , γt ) + qδS αγt R t + v δT (1 − n (Q t , R t , λt , γt ) − αγt R t ) , (15)

˙ H T t 

H T t 

= v (1 − n (Q t , R t , λt , γt ) − αγt R t ) + qδS αγt R t + uδN n (Q t , R t , λt , γt ) , (16)

Although we have five differential equations, we will see that it is entirely possible to investigate the dynamics analytically

without resorting to simulations. To study the dynamic equilibrium, as well as the transitional dynamics, we first reduce

the dimensions of this system by studying the dynamics of relative productivities. After finding the steady state, as well as

the transitional dynamics of these relative productivities, we can then, as we will see, back out the remaining dynamics for

absolute productivity and income growth. 

Inserting (14), (15) and (16) in (12) and (13) the differential equations for relative productivities read 

˙ λt 

λt 
= v ( 1 − δT ) (1 − n (Q t , R t , λt , γt ) − αγt R t ) − u ( 1 − δN ) n (Q t , R t , λt , γt ) , (17)

and 

˙ γt 

γt 
= v ( 1 − δT ) (1 − n (Q t , R t , λt , γt ) − αγt R t ) − q ( 1 − δS ) αγt R t . (18)

A steady state of this system is defined as a situation in which 

˙ λt 
λt 

= 

˙ γt 
γt 

= 0 , and thus, by implication, that productivity

growth is balanced between sectors. 

In Appendix A , we show that the phase diagram may be represented as in Fig. 3 . The dynamic equilibrium is estab-

lished at the intersection of the two curves in Fig. 3 . Here, both λt and γ t are constant over time, and thus all sectoral

productivities grow by the same (yet unknown) rate. 
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Consider now the case in which the economy has arrived at a steady state. Inserting ˙ λt = 0 in (17) , and solving for αγ t R t 
yields 

αγt R t = 1 − n (Q t , R t , λt , γt ) − u ( 1 − δN ) n (Q t , R t , λt , γt ) 

v ( 1 − δT ) 
. (19) 

Inserting ˙ γt = 0 in (18) , then substituting for αγ t R t from (19) , and solving for n ( Q t , R t , λt , γ t ), provides the non-traded

steady state employment share, which we denote by n ∗, as 

n 

∗ = 

v ( 1 − δT ) 

v ( 1 − δT ) + u ( 1 − δN ) + 

1 
q 

v ( 1 −δT ) u ( 1 −δN ) 
( 1 −δS ) 

. (20) 

Note that the steady state employment share is constant, and, in particular that it is increasing in q , i.e., the stronger the

learning by doing effect in the oil service sector. The intuition is that stronger learning in the oil service sector pushes

productivity up, reducing the labour requirement in the sector. The increased productivity in the oil service sector thus

allows for increased production and income in the rest of the economy. Some of this increased income potential is used to

consume more non-traded goods. To bring forward these goods, employment in the non-traded sector increases. 

We are now equipped to find steady state growth. First, note that in steady state the employment share is given by n ∗,

and that in (17) and (18) 
˙ λt 
λt 

= 

˙ γt 
γt 

= 0 . Inserting this implies that the right hand side of (17) equals the right hand side of

(18) , which implies that in steady state 

qαγt R t = 

u ( 1 − δN ) n 

∗

( 1 − δS ) 
. 

Inserting this in one of the equations (14), (15) or (16) provides the steady state growth rate of productivity, which we

denote by g ∗, as 

g ∗ = n 

∗
(

u ( 1 − δN ) 

( 1 − δS ) 
+ uδN + v δT 

u ( 1 − δN ) 

v ( 1 − δT ) 

)
. 

Note that, as labour allocations are constant in steady state, g ∗ is also the growth rate of income. 

Since n ∗ is increasing in q , it follows that the steady state growth is increasing in the learning spillover from the oil

service sector. Thus, the stronger the learning potential in the oil service sector, the more this sector serves as an engine of

growth. It also follows, as n ∗ is independent of both Q t and R t , that the steady state growth rate is independent of resource

abundance, whether it is measured by the price of the resource or the quantity of the resource. 

Thus, any steady state effect of the oil price Q t or the oil activity R t must come via the level of income, not its growth

rate. 

5. Dynamic Dutch disease 

We now investigate the steady state effects of a higher oil price and of increased oil activity. In Section 5.1 we first ana-

lyze how an increased oil price affects steady state relative productivities, before turning to the more important question of

how absolute productivities and income levels are affected. To trace out the latter, we must study the transitional dynamics

from the old to the new steady state. In Section 5.2 we undertake the same exercise for increased oil activity. As we will

see, the steady state effects of a higher oil price differ considerably from the effects of increased oil activity, and, moreover,

the effects of increased oil activity contrast with the results in the previous theories of learning by doing and the Dutch

disease. 

In a steady state with constant oil price and oil extraction we have from (18) and above that 

γ ∗R 

∗ = 

u ( 1 − δN ) n 

∗

qα( 1 − δS ) 
. (21) 

Note in particular that this equation explicitly determines a unique value of γ ∗R ∗ that must hold in any steady state, irre-

spective of Q 

∗, R ∗, and λ∗, since n ∗ is independent of all these three variables. (The same result can, of course, be established

by using (17) ). 

Next, combining (9) and (10) , and inserting the steady state labour share, we get (
g ( 1 − n 

∗ − αγ ∗R 

∗) + Q 

∗R 

∗

f (n 

∗) 

) 1 
σ

( λ∗) 
1 
σ −1 = 

g ′ ( 1 − n 

∗ − αγ ∗R 

∗) 
f ′ (n 

∗) 
. 

Inserting from (21) for γ ∗R ∗ we find that ( 

g 
(
1 − n 

∗ − α u ( 1 −δN ) n 
∗

qα( 1 −δS ) 

)
+ Q 

∗R 

∗

f (n 

∗) 

) 

1 
σ

( λ∗) 
1 
σ −1 = 

g ′ 
(
1 − n 

∗ − α u ( 1 −δN ) n 
∗

qα( 1 −δS ) 

)
f ′ (n 

∗) 
. (22) 
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Fig. 4. Phase diagram 2. Transitional dynamics and steady state effects of increased oil price. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note in particular that this equation implicitly determines a steady-state value of λ∗ that is unique given the value of Q 

∗R ∗,

i.e., λ∗ can only change if there is a change in Q 

∗R ∗; λ∗ = λ∗(Q 

∗R ∗) , with 

dλ∗
dQ ∗R ∗ < 0 (where the latter can easily be verified

as neither λ∗ or Q 

∗R ∗ appear on the right hand side of (22) , while both λ∗ and Q 

∗R ∗ makes the left hand side of (22) higher).

With these preliminaries, we can now investigate the steady state effects of increased oil prices and thereafter, increased

oil activity. 

5.1. Increased oil price 

When the oil price increases it follows from (21) that the steady state implication will be 

dγ ∗

dQ 

∗ = 0 , 

while from (22) we find 

dλ∗
λ∗

dQ 

∗ = − R 

∗

( 1 − σ ) ( g + Q 

∗R 

∗) 
< 0 . 

Thus, in the new steady state, after a higher oil price, the relative productivity between the oil service sector and the

traded sector is unchanged, while productivity in the traded sector (and by implication, the oil service sector) has fallen

relative to productivity in the non-traded sector. 

The dynamics of relative productivities are shown in Fig. 4 . The curves for ˙ λt = 0 and ˙ γt = 0 both shift down, and in

such a way that the steady state level γ ∗ is unaffected as indicated by the dotted vertical curve. As can be seen, after the

new and higher oil price the relative productivities λt and γ t both fall over time. However, after this initial fall, at some

point in time (when the new curve for ˙ γt = 0 is crossed from above), γ t starts to increase, bringing it back to its original

value. 

To see the intuition and the transitional dynamics, note that employment in the non-traded sector initially increases,

while employment in the traded sector decreases. In consequence, productivity growth in the traded sector falls short of

productivity growth in both the non-traded sector and oil service sector, since for the latter, initial employment is unchanged

(and given by αγ t R 
∗). During the phase of transitional dynamics, however, employment in all three sectors changes. First,

since traded sector productivity growth falls short of productivity growth in the non-traded sector, labour flows out of the

non-traded sector and into the traded sector. Second, since traded sector productivity in the initial phases of the transition

to the new steady state falls short of productivity growth in the oil service sector, labour also flows out of the oil service

sector and into the traded sector. Over time, however, as labour in the traded sector increases relative to labour in the oil

service industry, productivity growth in the former exceeds productivity growth in the latter. In the new steady state, the

relative productivity between the traded sector and the oil service sector, and employment levels in all sectors, is back to

initial levels. 

Based on these dynamics, we can now discuss the impact on the absolute level of productivity, and, by extension, on

aggregate income. To do so, note that during transition, employment in the non-traded sector must be above its steady

state level, while employment in the oil service sector must be below its steady state level. To see this, note first that

the latter follows since, during transition, γ t < γ ∗ and employment is given by αγ t R 
∗. But then it must be the case that

employment in the non-traded sector is above its steady state level during transition. To prove this, suppose the opposite,
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such that at some point during transition we have n t < n ∗. Since, during transition, ˙ λt < 0 , it must be the case as derived

from (17) , that employment in the traded sector will also be below its steady state level. However, this is a contradiction:

employment levels in all three sectors cannot all at any particular point in time below their steady state values. Thus, we

have proved that during transition, n t > n ∗. Moreover, note also that at least in the initial phases of transition, we have that

employment in the traded sector is below its steady state value. This follows since we already know that along transition,

employment in the oil service sector is below its steady state level. Therefore, as long as ˙ γt < 0 , we have from (18) that

employment in the traded sector must also be below its steady state level. 

Consider first the case where indirect learning spillovers are negligible. Then, during transition, productivity growth in

the non-traded sector is higher than in the steady state, while productivity growth in the oil service sector is lower than

in the steady state. Thus, in such a case the new steady state productivity level in the non-traded sector is higher, while

it is lower in the oil service industry. Moreover, productivity growth in the traded sector is also, at least initially, lower

than in the steady state. Aggregate income may therefore, in the new steady state, perfectly well have decreased despite

the higher oil price. This case resembles the classic Dutch disease in models incorporating the spending effect, but not the

resource movement effect, such as van Wijnbergen (1984a) and Krugman (1987) . These models assume that there are only

direct learning effects and that they are only relevant for the traded sector. Aggregate productivity is therefore bound to fall

with higher oil prices. 9 In our model we have an additional effect pulling in the same direction, i.e., the dynamic resource

movement effect, whereby productivity growth in the oil service sector is smaller during transition, thereby producing an

additional force in the direction of a lower steady state productivity level. 

Taking on board learning spillovers may strengthen this result for two reasons. First, as argued by Sachs and Warner

(1995) , if learning spillovers from the traded sector are strong, then lower productivity growth in the traded sector will

spread over into lower productivity in the other sectors too. When this is the case, we get the Sachs and Warner (1995) re-

sult whereby productivity in both the traded and the non-traded sector decreases as oil income rises. Sachs and Warner get

this as their unique result, since they assume there is only learning by doing in the traded sector, but a perfect spillover

also to the non-traded sector. 

Second, the present model clarifies a new mechanism that pulls in the same direction. When the learning spillovers from

the oil service industry are strong, then, since the dynamic resource movement effect during transition pushes productivity

growth in the oil service sector below its steady state level, the learning spillovers from this sector to the rest of the

economy are also smaller. 

To summarize, a rise in the oil price in the present model has an unclear effect on aggregate income. In isolation, the

higher oil price in itself, as well as a higher level productivity in the non-traded sector relative to the traded sector, pulls

in the direction of higher income with a higher oil price. However, the direct effects of weaker productivity growth in both

the traded and the oil service sectors pull in the opposite direction, and the learning spillovers from these sectors become

smaller as well. The stronger these effects, the more likely it is that aggregate income in a new steady state with a higher

oil price will be lower. 

Although we have clarified some new mechanisms compared to the previous literature on learning by doing and the

Dutch disease, and in particular the dynamic resource movement effect, these results broadly resemble standard Dutch dis-

ease results: valuable natural resources may harm the economy. As we argued in the introduction, however, held against

the experience of many countries, in particular Norway, and recently also oil rich states in the US, these mechanisms seem

unable to capture the experiences of resource abundance very well. As we argued, it seems more likely that resource abun-

dance has been a blessing for productivity and aggregate income. To discuss this, we now turn to the analysis that con-

stitutes the main innovation of our paper, where we discuss increased oil activity and incorporate the resource movement

effects that stem from this. 

5.2. Increased oil activity 

When oil activity increases it follows from (21) that 

dγ ∗

γ ∗

dR 

∗ = − 1 

R 

∗ < 0 . 

From (22) we find 

dλ∗
λ∗

dR 

∗ = − Q 

∗

( 1 − σ ) ( g + Q 

∗R 

∗) 
< 0 . 

It follows that in the new dynamic equilibrium, the level of productivity in the traded sector is lower relative to the level

of productivity in both the oil service industry and the non-traded sector. 
9 van Wijnbergen (1984a) and Krugman (1987) have no resource movement effect, and thus the traded sector employment is always lower with a higher 

oil price or higher oil activity. Therefore, since productivity growth only arises and benefits the traded sector (while productivity in the non-traded sector 

is exogenous), productivity growth and the aggregate productivity level are also lower. 
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Fig. 5. Phase diagram 3. Transitional dynamics and steady state effects of increased oil activity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Moreover, from the above two equations we can also find that if 

σ < 

g 

g + Q 

∗R 

∗ , 

then the relative decline of λ∗ exceeds the relative decline of γ ∗, and productivity will have increased in the oil service

sector relative to that in the non-traded sector, while the opposite will hold true if this condition is not fulfilled. 

In terms of Fig. 5 , the curves for ˙ λt = 0 and ˙ γt = 0 both shift down. As seen from the figure, after the rise in oil activity

productivity growth in both the oil service industry and the non-traded sector exceeds productivity growth in the traded

sector, and λt and γ t both decrease over time. In the new dynamic equilibrium λ∗ and γ ∗ are both at a lower level than

initially. 

To see the intuition behind these transitional dynamics, note (from the static model) that when oil activity increases,

employment in the oil service sector goes up, while employment in the traded sector is reduced. Thus productivity growth

in the oil service sector exceeds that in the traded sector, and γ t falls over time. Employment in the non-traded sector may

increase or decrease, but because of the fall in employment in the traded sector, productivity growth, independently of this,

shifts in favour of the non-traded sector compared to the traded sector. 

Here we investigate once again the consequences for transitional productivity dynamics and, by implication, the levels

of sectoral productivities and production in the new steady state. Note also that in this case, all sectoral employment levels

have transitioned back to their initial levels in the new steady state. (This follows first as n ∗ is independent of R ∗, and second

because of (21) from which γ ∗R ∗, and therefore steady state employment in the oil service sector is also independent of

R ∗. From these two observations it follows that employment in the traded sector must also be back at its initial steady

state level.) Therefore, if growth in productivity along transitional paths differs from that in the steady state, it again would

imply that the level of production in the new steady state is also different compared to that in the initial steady state. Thus,

the implications for sectoral steady state production levels can, again, be backed out from the transitional dynamics of the

model. 

To see the main contrast with the case of an increased oil price above, note that the transition to the new steady state

starts out with γ t R 
∗ > γ ∗R ∗. This implies that, in contrast to the case with an increased oil price analysed above, the em-

ployment level in the oil service industry now starts out higher along the transition path than its value in the steady state.

Moreover, as seen in Fig. 5 , when there are no oscillatory dynamics, employment in the oil service sector is higher through-

out the transition. This follows inasmuch as when ˙ γt < 0 , then employment in the oil service sector will monotonically be

falling over time until the new steady state emerges. However, since employment in the oil service sector started out at a

higher level at the start of transition, then it must also be higher all along the transition path. 

Employment in the traded sector initially falls, but with time returns to its steady state value. Again, looking at

Fig. 5 where there are no oscillatory dynamics, then employment in the traded sector is lower throughout the transition. To

see this, assume, to obtain a contradiction, that at some point employment is higher than in the steady state. Then, since
˙ λt < 0 , from (17) we have it that employment in the non-traded sector is also higher than its steady state value. But again,

this implies a contradiction, since we have already shown that employment in the oil service sector is higher than in the

steady state, and employment in all sectors cannot simultaneously exceed their steady state values. Ergo, in this case, em-

ployment in the traded sector during transition, is lower than its steady state value. Finally, employment in the non-traded

sector may go both ways, but should it fall, it will initially fall by less than the fall in employment in the traded sector

(again since the transition starts at ˙ λt < 0 ). 
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Consider again the case where indirect learning spillovers are negligible. Note that, in contrast to the above case of the

increased oil price, productivity growth in the oil service sector now starts from a higher level than its steady state level.

Thus, while the dynamic resource movement effect contributed to lower productivity growth in an environment with a

higher oil price, it contributes to higher productivity growth in an environment of increased oil activity. If learning in the

oil service industry is strong, and if there are strong learning spillovers to other sectors, higher oil extraction may have

exactly the opposite effect on aggregate income compared to a higher oil price. The oil service sector may be an engine of

growth and income creation when oil activity increases. Nevertheless, it may contribute to the opposite when the oil price

increases. 

This is exactly the opposite result of van Wijnbergen (1984a) , Krugman (1987) and Sachs and Warner (1995) . In their

models, more oil leads to less employment in the traded sector; however, since they do not have a resource movement

effect and assume that only the traded sector generates learning by doing, productivity growth and productivity levels will

always end up lower with more oil. In contrast, since we incorporate the resource movement effect, we find increased

learning from the oil service sector which very likely will spill over into other sectors, turning the standard Dutch disease

result on its head. 10 

We have now seen how our model delivers new results compared to the existing literature on learning by doing and

the Dutch disease. In particular, this is so for income and productivity levels. The impact on these will differ depending on

whether increased oil income arrives through a higher oil price or through higher oil activity. We now turn to an empirical

analysis of these issues. 

6. Empirical implications and results 

Since the first oil field was discovered in 1969, petroleum activities have contributed significantly to economic growth in

Norway. At the peak, the petroleum sector accounted for 25% of the value added in Norway, which is more than twice that

of the manufacturing industry. The oil service and supply industry is Norway’s second-largest industry measured in terms

of turnover, after oil and gas production, and includes more than 1 250 companies (c.f. Norwegian Ministry of Petroleum

and Energy, 2018 ). Norway’s basis as an industrial and shipping nation is one of the factors that explain why Norway has

managed to develop a world-leading, technologically advanced supply industry. Others include the need to deal with the

harsh climate in the North Sea, strict national legislation and the high standards required by the operators. 

In many ways, the North Sea has functioned like a laboratory where companies have had to find solutions to technolog-

ical problems in order to produce petroleum. The supply industry is therefore varied, supplying goods and services for all

stages of the value chain. Further, the service and supply industry is represented throughout Norway; in the west coast, Sta-

vanger has a multitude of companies offering a wide range of goods and services to the industry. Further north, Trondheim

has a strong position in education, research and development relevant to the industry, while in the south east, Oslo has an

environment of well-established engineering expertise and a cluster of related companies. 

The technologically advanced supply industry has also developed a knowledge base that is useful for other sectors, and

to some extent, has also been an important driver of innovation and technology development in Norway. There are many

examples of technology that was originally developed for the petroleum industry which is now being used in very differ-

ent fields, including giant fish farms far out to sea, satellite measurement of wind speeds in the upper atmosphere, and

miniature measuring devices for acute medicine, c.f. Norsk Olje og Gass (2017) . 

Hence, to formally investigate the potential productivity spillovers and the dynamic adjustment of the activities generated

by the oil related industry is complicated, and requires a model framework that maps the theoretical model to the data in

a flexible way. We turn to this issue below. 

6.1. Empirical model 

The main empirical implications from the theory model are simple and intuitive. First, the impacts of an oil boom will

differ depending on whether the increased oil income arrives by way of a higher oil price or higher oil activity. In the former

case the spending effect is likely to pull in the direction of lower productivity, while in the latter case the resource move-

ment effect is likely to pull in the direction of higher productivity. Thus, oil activity shocks should be more favourable for

productivity than oil price shocks. Second, an oil activity shock should increase productivity levels in oil-service industries

more than in non-traded sectors. Third, if the size of the oil service sector has grown over time, it would be natural for the

learning effect to increase, and we expect to see stronger productivity effects of oil activity shocks today, than for example

in the 1980s. 

To examine these predictions empirically, we proceed in two steps. First, we construct structural shocks using a time

varying VAR framework. Second, we use the (structural) oil price and oil activity shocks derived in the first step and regress

them on the productivity developments in the various sectors. 

The VAR model used for the first step can be written as 

y t = B 1 ,t y t−1 + · · · + B p,t y t−p + A 0 

−1 
t �t εt (23) 
10 Our model also has different real exchange rate dynamics compared to these models, and this is discussed in Appendix B . 
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where y t is a 3 × 1 vector of observed endogenous variables containing quarterly data on world activity ( G t ), the real price of

oil ( Q t ) and value added in the petroleum sector ( R t ). Our main focus is to compare the responses of a shock to oil activity

and a shock to the oil price on the different industries in Norway. However, we also need to control for global business

cycles that can have a major impact on the Norwegian economy. Norway is a small open economy, and a large share of

the domestic business cycle is driven by global business cycles, c.f. Bjørnland et al. (2017b) . Hence, to capture the impact

of the international business cycles we include a measure of global activity into the VAR model. In so doing we are able

to separate productivity spillovers due to the resource booms from spillovers due to shocks to global activity. Furthermore,

by including both global activity and the oil price into the model we ensure that the global activity can be a driver of oil

prices, and vice versa. 

To allow for the fact that the variances and dynamic multipliers of the structural shocks might change across time, the

VAR model allows for time-varying parameters and stochastic volatility. In particular, B p,t are 3 × 3 matrices containing time

varying coefficients on the lags of the endogenous variables, where the number of lags is set to p = 2 . We work with the

convention that εt ∼ i.i.d.N (0, I ) such that the reduced form covariance matrix of (23) , denoted by 	t , can be decomposed as

follows 

A 0 t 	t A 0 

′ 
t = �t �

′ 
t (24)

where A 0 t and �t is a lower triangular matrix and a diagonal matrix, respectively 

A 0 t = 

⎡ 

⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎣ 

1 0 · · · 0 

ao 21 ,t 1 

. . . 0 

. . . 
. . . 

. . . 
. . . 

ao q 1 ,t · · · ao qq −1 ,t 1 

⎤ 

⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎦ 

�t = 

⎡ 

⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎣ 

σ1 ,t 0 · · · 0 

0 σ2 ,t 

. . . 0 

. . . 
. . . 

. . . 
. . . 

0 · · · 0 σq,t 

⎤ 

⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎦ 

(25)

This decomposition of the covariance matrix 	t builds on the work of Primiceri (2005) , and facilitates identification of the

model’s structural shocks, εt , and their associated time varying volatility, captured by �t . In particular, the lower triangular

structure of A 0 t means that we can identify the structural shocks using a simple recursive identification scheme. Finally, the

model’s time varying parameters and stochastic volatilities are assumed to follow random walk processes. In the interest of

brevity, technical details about model specification and estimation are given in Appendix D . 

The choice of variables builds on common findings in the oil-macro literature, and the identification strategy builds on

Bjørnland and Thorsrud (2016) . The variables are included in the system in the order; G, Q and R, allowing us to iden-

tify three structural shocks using the Cholesky decomposition: a global activity shock ( εG 
t ); an oil price shock ( εQ 

t ); and a

resource (oil) activity shock ( εR 
t ) . The vector with structural disturbances is defined as: 

εt = [ εG 
t , ε

Q 
t , ε

R 
t ] 

′ . (26)

Accordingly, we restrict global activity to respond to oil price disturbances with a lag (one quarter). This restriction is

consistent with the sluggish behaviour of global economic activity after each of the major oil price hikes in recent decades,

see e.g., Hamilton (2009) . Furthermore, we do not treat oil prices as exogenous to the rest of the global macro economy.

Instead, any unexpected news regarding global activity can affect real oil prices contemporaneously. This is consistent with

recent work in the oil market literature, such as Kilian (2009) , Lippi and Nobili (2012) , and Aastveit et al. (2015) . In contrast

to these papers, and to keep our empirical model as parsimonious as possible, we do not explicitly identify a global oil

supply shock. 11 

Turning to the resource activity shocks, in the very short run, disturbances originating in the Norwegian continental

shelf cannot affect global activity and the price of oil. These are plausible assumptions insofar as Norway is a small, open

economy. However, resource activity responds to unexpected disturbances in global activity and the real oil price on impact.

Norway is an oil exporter, and any disturbances affecting the real price of oil will have an almost immediate effect both on

the demand and supply sides of the economy. 

We now turn to the second step, where we trace the effects of oil price and oil activity shocks on productivity levels

across a broad range of sectors in the economy. For this purpose we use linear projections ( Jordá, 2005 ). In particular, we

regress sectoral specific productivity developments on the structural shocks derived from the VAR according to 


H i,t : t + h = c i,h + βi,h ε
j 

t + u i,t (27)

where 
H i,t : t + h is the cumulative growth in labour productivity in sector i over h time periods, c i,h is a constant, and ε j
t 

the structural shock with j = Q, R . The parameter of interest is β i,h , which yields the impulse response function for the

level of H i,t : t + h at horizon h . Estimation is done individually for each sector and with a rolling estimation window of 50

observations. The first estimation sample covers the period 1982:Q2–1994:Q3 while the last sample considered covers the

period 2004:Q1–2016:Q2. 
11 However, as shown in Kilian (2009) , and a range of subsequent papers, such supply shocks explain a trivial fraction of the total variance in the price 

of oil, and do not account for a large fraction of the variation in real activity either. 
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Fig. 6. Oil price and oil activity shocks and productivity responses across industries. The boxes report the inter-quantile range across the sectors. The 

vertical lines are the median estimates while the circles are the mean estimates. The dotted lines with bars are the outliers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In terms of data, we measure global activity using the year-on-year quarterly growth rate in G7 aggregate industrial

production, collected from Reuters Datastream. From the same source we obtain the Brent Blend nominal oil price, which

we then deflate by U.S. core CPI and transform into yearly growth rates. Norwegian oil activity is measured by value added

in the Norwegian petroleum sector, excluding services. 12 This variable is collected from Statistics Norway, but as above, we

transform it into yearly growth rates. 

Sectoral (labour) productivity indicators are constructed using data for value added and employment statistics collected

from the quarterly National Account Statistics published by Statistics Norway. In particular, for each sector we measure the

growth rate in productivity as the difference between the growth rate in value added and the growth rate in employment.

Cumulative growth rates for a given h are constructed accordingly. 

There are no formal definitions of what are referred to as traded and non-traded sectors. In the following we categorize

all sectors belonging to the oil sector and the manufacturing sector as Oil-Traded , and all sectors not belonging to this cluster

as Non-Traded . In total 33 sectors are included in the analysis. Of these, 17 are classified as belonging to the Oil-Traded

segment. See Table C.1 in the Appendix for further details. 

6.2. Empirical results 

Below we examine the dynamic responses to the oil activity and the oil price shock on productivity across all industries

in a resource rich economy such as Norway. 13 We start by estimating a simpler constant parameter version of (23) to

derive the structural shocks, and use the whole sample period (1982:Q2–2016:Q2) when estimating the sectoral specific

productivity developments in (27) . As such, Fig. 6 highlights our main empirical findings, using a box plot to illustrate the

three year ahead productivity responses across sectors following an oil price shock and a resource activity shock. For ease

of exposition, we cluster the responses into traded and non-traded sectors (as defined above). 

First, comparing the effects of an oil activity and an oil price shock, we find that the effect of an oil activity shock

increases productivity across nearly all industries. This is in contrast to the oil price shock which has virtually zero effect

on productivity across all sectors. Second, the positive effect of the oil activity shock is largest for the traded sector. This

is in contrast to the main predictions from the Dutch disease models, according to which productivity in the traded sector

should fall, but fully in line with the theoretical model proposed here. 

Having noted that the average responses to the oil activity shocks are positive, it is natural to ask whether the productiv-

ity responses to the oil boom have increased over time, and whether the role played by the traded sector is more important

now than before in explaining this increased productivity growth. To answer these questions we turn to the time varying
12 We exclude services from our measure of oil activity in the first part of the analysis, because services are part of the sectoral responses we are 

interested in analysing in the second step of the analysis. That is, we do not want our oil activity shock to capture unexpected shocks to the service sector 

itself. 
13 In unreported results we confirm the impulse responses implied by the VAR model are well in line with existing knowledge from the oil market 

literature. That is, following a global activity shock, oil prices increase significantly as demand for resources for production goes up. Conversely, following 

an oil price shock, global activity growth fall, albeit with a small lag. 
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Fig. 7. Oil price and oil activity shocks and productivity responses over time. The lines report the median response across industries. The response horizon 

is one year. The time index on the x -axis reports the end-period of the rolling estimation window. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

version of (23) , and estimate the local linear projections using a rolling estimation window, as described above. Fig. 7 graphs

the one year ahead responses for productivity (value added pr worker) in all industries to a one-standard-deviation struc-

tural shock in oil prices and in oil activity (oil boom). In the figure we focus on the median responses, while we in the

online appendix graph the distributions of responses for both traded and non-traded industries. 14 

We start by analysing the effects of an oil price shock. As expected, and consistent with our earlier results, we do not find

any large scale productivity spillovers to the industries, see the dotted line in Fig. 7 . There is a small upward sloping trend

in the response pattern across time, at least when considering the whole economy, but a large fraction of the industries are

either unaffected or negatively affected by the oil price shock even towards the end of the sample (see the online appendix

for details). Hence, models that focus solely on windfall gains due to increased spending potential from higher oil prices,

would likely conclude that the resource sector cannot be an engine of growth. 

However, as implied by our theory, if the learning effects in the oil service sector are strong, productivity growth in the

oil service sector may exceed the steady state level considerably, and the oil service sector may be an engine of growth

and overall income creation. This is what we see in Fig. 7 when focusing on oil activity shock (solid line). The figure high-

lights that a shock to oil activity, due to, say, a new discovery or increased extraction of oil, lifts productivity levels in

the whole economy. Over the whole sample, the average response coefficients are positive. Nevertheless, the coefficients

also drift sharply up around the start of the millennium, suggesting knowledge accumulation over time. Behind the ele-

vated productivity level is the highly productive oil service industry, as clearly seen in the online appendix. During two

distinct oil cycles – the mid 1990s and from 2001 on – productivity growth in the traded industry was an engine for

growth. 

Fig. 8 highlights that our results are not contingent on how we define traded and non-traded industries, showing that

the effects are positively correlated with the individual sectors’ export share. The y -axis reports the productivity level for

sector i following an oil activity shock relative to an oil price shock. We report the average response difference across the

sample. The x -axis reports the sectors’ export share. 15 The results show that there is a significant and positive difference

between the two shocks, that is also increasing with the sectors’ export share. That is, oil activity is affecting the industries

more positively than an oil price shock, and more positively the larger the share of export. In the online appendix we show

that this result is robust when excluding the oil sector (in fact, excluding the oil sector makes the results stronger), and

for shorter horizons, see Figs. E.5 and E.6 in the online appendix. In other words, our results are robust across response

horizons, when excluding oil sectors, and to alternative definitions of traded and non-traded industries. 
14 In particular, Figs. E.1 and E.2 in the online appendix graph the box plot of the one year ahead productivity responses across different industries and 

time to a one-standard-deviation structural shock in oil prices and in oil activity (oil boom) respectively, while Figs. E.3 and E.4 graph the responses to the 

same shocks after three years. The figures graph the responses for productivity (value added pr worker) in the traded industries (top panel), the non-traded 

industries (middle panel) and the whole economy (lower panel). The dotted red line is the mean response across time. 
15 Fig. E.6, in the online appendix, reports the results for the oil activity shocks and the oil price shocks separately. 
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Fig. 8. Productivity differences as a function of export shares. The y -axis reports the productivity level for sector i following an oil activity shock relative 

to an oil price shock, i.e., 
H ε
R 

i,t : t + h − 
H ε
Q 

i,t : t + h . The response horizon is three years, and we report the average response difference across the sample. The 

x -axis reports the sectors’ export share, measured as exports relative to total production from the National Account statistics’ input-output table. In the 

regression equation, numbers in parenthesis are p -values. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In sum, these empirical findings are very much in line with the predictions given by the theoretical model proposed in

this paper. We have shown that the productivity responses in the overall economy tend to be positive following unexpected

oil activity shocks, and that this effect seems to grow stronger over time. In contrast, following an oil price shock, neither

of these effects materialize. 

7. Conclusion 

In 1969, when Norway discovered oil in the North Sea, its GDP per capita was 65% of that of Sweden. By 2014, GDP

per capita in Norway was almost 150% of that in Sweden. To explain this phenomenon, we extend the literature of Dutch

disease by developing a dynamic three sector model to incorporate productivity dynamics in all sectors, and to incorporate

the productivity dynamics from the spending as well as the resource movement effect. We show that this dramatically

alters the conclusions derived from earlier models of learning by doing and the Dutch disease. In particular, the resource

movement effect im plies that the growth effects of natural resources are likely to be positive, turning around previous

growth results in the literature relying on the spending effect. 

The model is applied to a major oil producer, in this case Norway. We show that a resource boom resulting from in-

creased oil activity, also increases productivity significantly in other industries, including manufacturing. Hence, value added

per worker in the economy is increasing with the oil boom, as there is learning by doing in the oil service industries that

spills over to the other industries. As the oil related industries have gained experience and become a more important part

of the economy, these productivity effects have increased as well. We find no such productivity spillovers following an oil

price shock. Hence, models focusing on windfall gains due to an increased spending potential created by higher oil prices

would incorrectly conclude that the resource sector cannot be an engine of growth. 

Our analysis may also have novel implications for a main question in the resource curse literature, namely why oil

induces prosperity in some countries but poverty in others. First, we have seen that when domestic industries succeed in

establishing themselves as service providers to the oil sector, then this resource movement effect may induce favourable

dynamic productivity effects not only for the oil service sectors themselves, but also for the rest of the economy. This

suggests that, in oil economies, weak institutions may not only be damaging because they induce corruption and rent-

seeking as emphasized in previous literature, but also because weak institutions prevent domestic investment and thus

the development of a domestic oil supply industry. Second, as in Norway, the establishment of petroleum funds may have

the potential to make the resource movement effect of oil more important relative to the spending effect. Well managed

petroleum funds may thus be more important than previously thought in that they may dampen the potential negative

effects of oil income relative to the favourable ones. 
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Appendix A. Additional dynamics 

To construct the phase diagram, we first need to discover how the growth rates of relative productivities respond to the

levels of relative productivities. First, we find from (17) that 

d 

(
˙ λt 

λt 

)
dλt 

= −( v ( 1 − δT ) + u ( 1 − δN ) ) 
dn 

dλt 
, (28)

and that 

d 

(
˙ λt 

λt 

)
dγt 

= −( v ( 1 − δT ) + u ( 1 − δN ) ) 
dn 

dγt 
− v ( 1 − δT ) αR t . (29)

Next, we find from (18) that 

d 
(

˙ γt 

γt 

)
dγt 

= −q ( 1 − δS ) αR t − v ( 1 − δT ) αR t − v ( 1 − δT ) 
dn 

dγt 
, (30)

and that 

d 
(

˙ γt 

γt 

)
dλt 

= −v ( 1 − δT ) 
dn 

dλt 
. (31)

The dynamic system is stable provided the trace and determinant conditions are both satisfied. The trace condition

reads 

d 

(
˙ λt 

λt 

)
dλt 

+ 

d 
(

˙ γt 

γt 

)
dγt 

< 0 , 

which by inserting from (28) and (30) is equivalent to 

−( v ( 1 − δT ) + u ( 1 − δN ) ) 
dn 

dλt 
− q ( 1 − δS ) αR t − v ( 1 − δT ) αR t − v ( 1 − δT ) 

dn 

dγt 
< 0 . 

The determinant condition reads 

d 

(
˙ λt 

λt 

)
dλt 

d 
(

˙ γt 

γt 

)
dγt 

−
d 

(
˙ λt 

λt 

)
dγt 

d 
(

˙ γt 

γt 

)
dλt 

> 0 , 

which, by inserting from (28) through (31) , simplifies to 

dn 

dλt 
( ( v ( 1 − δT ) + u ( 1 − δN ) ) q ( 1 − δS ) αR t + u v ( 1 − δN ) ( 1 − δT ) αR t ) > 0 . 

Thus, for the determinant condition to be fulfilled, it is necessary and sufficient that σ < 1 (since dn 
dλt 

> 0 iff σ < 1). In the

continuation we thus assume that σ < 1. Given this, we note that the three first terms in the trace condition are all negative,

and we assume that 
d 
(

˙ γt 
γt 

)
dγt 

< 0 , which is a sufficient condition for the fourth term not to dominate the three negative terms.

Given this, the trace condition is also satisfied, and the dynamic system given by (17) and (18) is stable. 16 

The phase diagram is shown in Fig. 3 . From (17) a curve between λt and γ t , consistent with 

˙ λt = 0 , follows. The slope

of this curve is given by 

dλt 

dγt | ̇ λt =0 

= −
d 

(
˙ λt 
λt 

)
dγt 

d 

(
˙ λt 
λt 

)
dλt 

= −
dn 
dγt 

+ 

v ( 1 −δT ) αR t 
v ( 1 −δT ) + u ( 1 −δN ) 

dn 
dλt 

. (32)

Above the curve, it follows from (28) that λt is falling over time, while below the curve, λt increases over time. As depicted

in Fig. 3 the curve has a negative slope, which is the case when 

d 
( ˙ λt 

λt 

)
dγt 

from (29) is negative. We show the opposite possi-

bility below, and show that also when the curve has a positive slope essentially the same dynamics appear. The reason for
16 If the system is not stable, we have a situation in which relative productivities approach zero or infinity. Such a case of unbalanced growth implies 

that, over time, the economy will asymptotically approach a situation where either no factors of production are in the non-traded sector, or no factors of 

production are in the traded sector. Although issues of such unbalanced long term growth are interesting per se, we do not pursue this topic further here, 

referring rather to the analyses of such unbalanced growth in e.g. Rauch (1997) or Torvik (2001) . One should note, however, that although not discussed 

by Krugman (1987) himself, his model implies unbalanced productivity growth since he assumes exogenous productivity in the non-traded sector, while 

productivity growth in the traded sector is positive. An implication of his model is therefore, again without being discussed by Krugman himself, real 

exchange rate dynamics where the real exchange rate approaches infinity over time. 
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Fig. A.1. Phase diagrams when the curve for ˙ λt = 0 is upward sloping. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

this is that the other curve in the phase diagram, to which we now turn, always has a negative slope given our stability

conditions. 

A downward sloping curve between λt and γ t consistent with ˙ γt = 0 follows from (18) . The slope of this curve is given

by 

dλt 

dγt | ̇ γt =0 

= −
d 

(
˙ γt 
γt 

)
dγt 

d 

(
˙ γt 
γt 

)
dλt 

= −
dn 
dγt 

+ 

q ( 1 −δS ) αR t + v ( 1 −δT ) αR t 
v ( 1 −δT ) 

dn 
dλt 

< 

dλt 

dγt | ̇ λt =0 

, (33) 

where the latter inequality follows as the denominator of (32) and (33) is the same, while the numerator of (32) falls short

of the numerator of (33) . The latter follows as the condition for this reduces to 

q ( 1 − δS ) (v ( 1 − δT ) + u ( 1 − δN ) ) + u v ( 1 − δT ) ( 1 − δN ) > 0 , 

which is always fulfilled. To the left of the curve it follows from 

d 

(
˙ γt 
γt 

)
dγt 

< 0 that γ t is increasing over time, and to the right

of the curve γ t is falling over time. 

In this appendix we also show that when the curve for ˙ λt = 0 slopes upwards then the steady state effects and the

transitional dynamics are essentially the same as those above. 

The phase diagram is now shown in Fig. A.1 (a). Again, above the curve for ˙ λt = 0 , λt is falling over time, while below

the curve, λt is growing over time. To the left of the curve for ˙ γt = 0 , γ t is increasing over time, and to the right of the

curve γ t is falling over time. 

As in the main text, higher oil prices shift both curves down in such a way that the steady state value of γ ∗ is unchanged,

while the steady state value of λ∗ falls. This is depicted in Fig. A.1 (b), and as the arrows indicate, the transitional dynamics

when there are no oscillatory dynamics are the same as those in Fig. 4 in the main text. The rest of the analysis also remains

unaffected. 

The effects of higher oil activity are shown in Fig. A.1 (c). As in the main text both the curve for ˙ λt = 0 and for ˙ γt = 0

shift downwards in such a way the steady state levels of λ∗ and γ ∗ also fall. And as seen, the transitional dynamics without

oscillatory dynamics are the same as those in Fig. 5 in the main text, so that and in this case, too, the rest of the analysis

remains unaffected. 

Appendix B. Real exchange rate dynamics 

In the main analysis, we found that in the short run the real exchange rate appreciated in the standard fashion, both in

the case of increased oil price, and in that of increased oil activity. Note, however, that in the new dynamic equilibrium the

real exchange rate has, in both cases, depreciated also compared to the level it had before the higher oil price or the higher

oil activity. To see this, note from (10) that we have that the steady state real exchange rate given by 

P ∗ = 

g ′ ( 1 − n 

∗ − αγ ∗R 

∗) 
f ′ (n 

∗) 
λ∗. 
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Inserting for γ ∗R ∗ from (21) , and from λ∗ = λ∗(Q 

∗R ∗) , we get 

P ∗ = 

g ′ 
(
1 − n 

∗ − α u ( 1 −δN ) n 
∗

qα( 1 −δS ) 

)
f ′ (n 

∗) 
λ∗(Q 

∗R 

∗) . 

Noting that dλ∗(Q ∗R ∗) 
dQ ∗ and 

dλ∗(Q ∗R ∗) 
dR ∗ are both negative, it follows that 

sign 

dP ∗

dQ 

∗ = sign 

dP ∗

dR 

∗ < 0 . 

The intuition for these results is the following. After the initial real exchange rate appreciation, productivity growth in the

traded sector falls short of productivity growth in the other sectors. Thus a dynamic Balassa–Samuelson effect operates, in

which the real exchange rate starts to depreciate. In the new steady state, relative productivity is permanently shifted away

from the traded sector and towards the non-traded sector, and thus we have permanently depreciated the real exchange

rate as compared to its initial value. Note the contrast between this result and two standard alternative results. The first

such standard result shows that with decreasing returns to scale in production, then we get a permanent appreciation of

the real exchange rate when oil income increases. The second such standard result is that with constant returns to scale in

production in the long run, the initial appreciation is followed by a depreciation that brings the real exchange rate exactly

back to its initial level. The reason for the different result in the present model is that although we have static decreasing

returns to scale, we have dynamic increasing returns to scale. 

Appendix C. Data 
Table C1 

Sectors and classification. 

Name Traded 

Oil and gas extraction True 

Service activities incidental to oil and gas True 

Food products, beverages and tobacco True 

Textiles, wearing apparel, leather True 

Manufacture of wood and wood products, except furniture True 

Manufacture of paper and paper products True 

Printing and reproduction of recorded media True 

Refined petroleum, chemical and pharmaceutical products True 

Rubber, plastic and mineral products True 

Basic metals True 

Machinery and other equipment n.e.c True 

Building of ships, oil platforms and modules True 

Furniture and other manufacturing n.e.c True 

Repair and installation of machinery and equipment True 

Electricity, gas and steam False 

Water supply, sewerage, waste False 

Construction False 

Wholesale and retail trade, repair of motor vehicles False 

Transport via pipelines False 

Ocean transport False 

Transport activities excl. ocean transport False 

Postal and courier activities False 

Accommodation and food service activities False 

Information and communication False 

Financial and insurance activities False 

Real estate activities False 

Imputed rents of owner-occupied dwellings False 

Professional, scientific and and technical activities False 

Administrative and support service activities False 

Public administration and defence False 

Education False 

Health and social work False 

Arts, entertainment and other service activities False 
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Appendix D. TVP VAR, priors and estimation 

The time varying parameter VAR used in Section 6 is standard, and follows the setup introduced by Primiceri (2005) .

Here we describe in brief the full model structure, the prior choices, and the MCMC based estimation algorithm. For details

about the estimation algorithm we refer to Primiceri (2005) . 17 

For convenience, we repeat the VAR model here 

y t = B 1 ,t y t−1 + · · · + B p,t y t−p + A 0 

−1 
t �t εt (34) 

where y t is a N × 1 vector of observed endogenous variables, B p,t the time varying dynamic coefficients, A 0 −1 
t the structural

impact matrix, and εt the structural shock vector with associated covariances matrix �t . 

We work with the convention that εt ∼ i.i.d.N (0, I ) such that the reduced form covariance matrix of (34) , denoted by 	t ,

can be decomposed as follows 

A 0 t 	t A 0 

′ 
t = �t �

′ 
t (35) 

where A 0 t and �t are a lower triangular matrix and a diagonal matrix, respectively 

A 0 t = 

⎡ 

⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎣ 

1 0 · · · 0 

ao 21 ,t 1 

. . . 0 

. . . 
. . . 

. . . 
. . . 

ao q 1 ,t · · · ao qq −1 ,t 1 

⎤ 

⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎦ 

�t = 

⎡ 

⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎣ 

σ1 ,t 0 · · · 0 

0 σ2 ,t 

. . . 0 

. . . 
. . . 

. . . 
. . . 

0 · · · 0 σq,t 

⎤ 

⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎦ 

(36) 

The model’s time-varying parameters and stochastic volatilities are assumed to follow independent random walk pro-

cesses. In particular, for a single element in each of the time varying parameter matrices we assume 

b t = b t−1 + w t (37a) 

ao t = ao t−1 + s t (37b) 

h 

σ
t = h 

σ
t−1 + q t (37c) 

where h σt = log(σt ) . 

All the errors in the model are assumed to be jointly normally distributed, such that 

V = v ar 

⎛ 

⎜ ⎝ 

⎡ 

⎢ ⎣ 

εt 

w t 

s t 
q t 

⎤ 

⎥ ⎦ 

⎞ 

⎟ ⎠ 

= 

⎡ 

⎢ ⎣ 

I N 0 0 0 

0 W 0 0 

0 0 S 0 

0 0 0 Q 

⎤ 

⎥ ⎦ 

(38) 

Here, as already indicated above, I N is a N × N identity matrix, and Q is a N × N diagonal matrix. W and S are assumed to

be block diagonal matrices 

W = 

⎡ 

⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎣ 

W 1 0 · · · 0 

0 W 2 

. . . 0 

. . . 
. . . 

. . . 
. . . 

0 · · · 0 W N 

⎤ 

⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎦ 

S = 

⎡ 

⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎣ 

S 1 0 · · · 0 

0 S 2 
. . . 0 

. . . 
. . . 

. . . 
. . . 

0 · · · 0 S q −1 

⎤ 

⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎦ 

(39) 

where W i for i = 1 , . . . , N is a m × m matrix, with m = N(p + 1) , and S 1 is a 1 × 1 matrix, S 2 is a 2 × 2 matrix, and so on. 18 . 

The model’s unknown hyper-parameters are collected in V , and are W, S , and Q . The model’s latent state variables are

B t = [ B 1 ,t , . . . , B p,t ] , A 0 t , and �t , where we let B = [ B 1 , . . . , B T ] 
′ , A 0 = [ A 0 1 , . . . , A 0 T ] 

′ , and � = [�1 , . . . , �T ] 
′ , denote the

whole history of all the state variables. Likewise, we write Y = [ y 1 , . . . , y T ] 
′ . Estimation of the model is conducted using

a Gibbs sampler, sequentially drawing the model’s unobserved state variables and hyper-parameters utilizing 4 blocks until

convergence is achieved. In essence, each block involves exploiting the state space nature of the model using the Kalman

Filter and the simulation smoother suggested by Carter and Kohn (1994) . 

First, conditional on A 0 and � the model in (34) together with the transition equation in (37a) becomes a Gaussian linear

state space model, and the posterior distribution of B can be sampled using a standard simulation smoother. Next, and for

the same reasons, conditional on B and � we can sample A 0 using (34) and (37b) . Drawing �, conditional on A 0 and B ,

is somewhat more involved since it consists of transforming a nonlinear and non-Gaussian state space system into a linear
17 Note that we use the updated estimation algorithm, as documented in Del Negro and Primiceri (2015) . 
18 That is, S 1 is associated with ao 21, t in (36) , S 2 is associated with ao 31, t and ao 32, t in (36) , etc. 
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and approximately Gaussian one. Here we do so by following Kim et al. (1998) , which again allows us to use a standard

simulation smoother. Finally, simulating the conditional posterior of V is simple, since it is the product of independent

inverse-Wishart distributions. 

To initiate the MCMC sampling algorithm we need priors for the model’s hyper-parameters as well as starting values

(time zero) for the latent states. Here we follow the time varying VAR literature closely, and set 

B 0 ∼ N( ̂  B OLS , 4 · V ( ̂  B OLS )) 

A 0 0 ∼ N( ˆ A 0 OLS , 4 · V ( ˆ A 0 OLS )) 

h 

σ
0 ∼ N( ̂ h 

σ
OLS , I) 

W ∼ IW (k 2 w 

· 40 · V ( ̂  B OLS ) , 40) 

Q ∼ IW (k 2 q · 10 · I N , 10) 

S 1 ∼ IW (k 2 s · 2 · V ( ˆ A 0 1 ,OLS ) , 2) 

S 2 ∼ IW (k 2 s · 3 · V ( ˆ A 0 1 ,OLS ) , 3) 

Here, the OLS subscript denotes the estimates obtained from estimating the model using ordinary least squares on the

first 20 years of data. k w 

= 0 . 01 , k q = 0 . 01 , and k s = 0 . 1 . Set in this way, the priors are not flat, but rather diffuse and

uninformative ( Primiceri, 2005 ). 

Supplementary material 

Supplementary material associated with this article can be found, in the online version, at doi: 10.1016/j.euroecorev.2019.

07.016 . 
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